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PREFACE
Another year comes and goes for the SMU Law Review. As Managing
Editor, it has been my privilege to work with a dedicated and conscientious group of editors. The Editorial Board and the Staff Editors put in
countless hours throughout the course of 2012 to produce Volume 65.
The issues in this volume covered diverse topics ranging from the separation of church and state to financial and banking law in New York. I
wish to extend my appreciation to all of the SMU Law Review Association's members and a special thanks to my predecessor, Blake Billings,
without whose help I could not have completed this volume, and to our
Administrative Assistant Donnaise Baldwin, without whom the SMU
Law Review would be lost in the wilderness.
We hope that you will join us next year for Volume 66. We are looking
forward to 2013 and the thought-provoking articles that the SMU Law
Review will publish. We have a lot of interesting and illuminating legal
discussion in store for you. Please be sure to consider attending one of
our two yearly symposia: the Corporate Counsel Symposium and the Air
Law Symposium. You can find out more about them at our soon-to-beupdated website at http://smu.edu/lra. Happy Holidays from the SMU
Law Review.
James Bookhout,
Managing Editor
SMU Law Review
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